Self Assembled Monolayers over Ferromagnetic Surfaces
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Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) consist of organized assemblies formed by the spontaneous adsorption of their molecular constituents from solution (or vapor phase), onto solid surfaces [Figure 1].[1] SAMs have well defined structures, are lightweight, flexible, nanometer thick and its properties can be tailored by chemical synthesis. Such characteristics make SAMs valuable high quality interface layers in electronic devices.[1b] For that purpose well known grafting protocols for the functionalization of surfaces like, Silicon or Gold[1c] have been used.

When it comes to spintronics, SAMs expected long spin life-time and the possibility of working at high bias[2] make them promising candidates as tunnel barriers. In this case, traditional non-magnetic electrodes have to be replaced by ferromagnetic metals. However, in the literature we can find just a few examples of SAMs formation over ferromagnetic materials[2b-d] like Cobalt[2e], Nickel[2f] or LSMO[2a]. So, as a previous step to definitely foster the integration of SAMs as spintronics barriers, the missing grafting protocols have to be developed.

Permalloy (Py) is a ferromagnetic nickel–iron alloy, commercially available and currently used in magnetic storage technology, that features high permeability, small coercivity, near zero magnetostriction and significant anisotropic magnetoresistance.[3] In spite of its interest, as far as we know, there is not previous report in the literature about the growth of SAMs on it.

Py, like most ferromagnetic materials, when exposed to air develops a thin oxide layer that covers the surface and prevents further oxidation. We decided to take advantage of this oxide as a binding layer for the formation of SAMs. In this work we report a successful method for grafting alkylphosphonic acids (CnP = CH3(CH2)n-1PO3H2, n = 12, 14, 16, 18) onto Py surfaces. In this process the previous activation of the surface with hydrogen plasma resulted critical. During our study the quality of formed layers has been carried out by means of dynamic water Contact Angle (CA) [Figure 2], Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) [Figure 3], X- Ray Reflectometry (XRR) and X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).
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Figure 1 Self assembled Monolayer Scheme

Figure 2 Dynamic Water Contact Angle measurements of C_{12}P, C_{16}P and C_{18}P.

Figure 3 AFM image of a C_{16}P SAM over Permalloy